Why customers use Rencore Governance

- Dynamic and automated governance for time-saving platform administration
- Maintaining a highly performant Microsoft 365 Platform
- Running a more open environment that meets business needs
- Intuitive User Interface allowing for instant efficiency
- Quality software made in Germany

Rencore Governance
Stay in control of your Microsoft 365 platform and related services.

Run a more open Microsoft 365 environment without locking down users. Empower business users to solve business challenges. Stay in control with a dynamic governance plan.

What is Rencore Governance?
Rencore Governance is a Microsoft 365 and related services governance tool that scales your governance efforts according to platform growth. Rencore Governance empowers you to discover deviations from best practices, policies and allows you to fix violations through automation.
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Discover and Report
- Instant inventory of selected services
- Visualize data through dashboards and reports
- Tailor dashboards and reports

Continuous Check
- Pre-define checks for quick start
- Tailor checks for flexible governance
- Continuously monitor your environment

Delegate Fixing
- Build and tailor automations
- Identify users and automate delegation
- Automatically initiate fixes when appropriate

Simple click-and-go setup
Initiate dynamic governance plan
Automate the handling of violations

“Rencore provides immediate analysis. I can show results visually and directly to business through automation. The user-friendly UI means it can slot seamlessly into your daily routine at the click of a button. It’s a time saver that gives key information to make your job easier.”

- Peter Skelly, VP of Technology, ThreeWill